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RRCOMMENDATIONS 
1. The University should set in place a planning and evaluation 
process which demonstrates that the institution's purpose 
and role are being facilitated. 
University Response: With the beginning of the 1990-1991 
academic year, the University will have in place a more 
extensive planning and evaluation process. Toward that 
objective, two continuous activities are taking place during 
the current academic year. First, the President has 
initiated a University Management By Objectives process. 
This year it required the identification of goals and 
objectives at the presidential [which are listed in 
Attachment A] and vice presidential levels (divisional). 
These identified goals and objectives, which were developed 
initially at the operating unit (departmental) level, 
contribute to the fulfillment of the University's mission. 
Following the approval of divisional goals and objectives, 
the University's Executive Staff made appropriate budget 
allocations which should allow each division to accomplish 
its goals and objectives. 
To ensure that each division obtains the available space 
resources essential to meet its objectives, a space 
committee consisting of the Executive Staff and the 
Executive Assistant to the President has been established. 
It will review all space requests and make recommendations 
as appropriate. 
Throughout the academic year, the attainment of divisional 
goals will be monitored by the appropriate administrators 
and reviewed by the vice presidents and Executive Staff. 
The university wide goals and objectives and the review 
process itself will be evaluated during Leadership 
Conferences, which bring together all University 
administrators from the president through each operating 
unit head. 
While this process deals only with the current academic 
year, it will relate directly to the second on-going 
activity, the development of a comprehensive planning and 
evaluation process that is addressed in the response to 
recommendation two below. 
2. The University should develop and implement a comprehensive, 
·broad based, continuous planning and evaluation process 
which supports the institution's role and purpose and 
determines how effective the institution is in fulfilling 
its mission. 
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University Response: By August 1990 the University will 
have in place a more extensive, continuing planning and 
evaluation process which supports the institution's role and 
purpose and determines how effective the institution is in 
fulfilling its mission. 
The process implemented during the current academic year 
(addressed in response to recommendation 1 above), will 
provide the opportunity for every University unit (academic 
and support) to have input into the development of a more 
comprehensive, broad based, continuous planning and 
evaluation process than is currently in place. 
By responding to the goals and objectives established for 
the 1989-1990 academic year, each member of the University 
community will have the opportunity to assist in determining 
the role and scope that his/her unit will have in fulfilling 
the University mission and to identify the budgeting and 
space allocations necessary to meet that objective. Once 
each unit determines its role and needs, they will be 
reviewed by appropriate University managers through the vice 
presidential level and discussed at meetings of the 
Leadership Conference. 
Simultaneously, the University's Administration and 
Planning division is developing an evaluation process for 
assessing the current year's goals and objectives and for 
assessing the efficacy of the participatory process itself. 
In April 1990, that evaluation is scheduled to be 
administered. Its results will be reviewed by the Executive 
Staff during the summer of 1990 with the objective of 
having a more complete process in place for the start of the 
1990-1991 academic year. 
3. Electives should be provided for majors in elementary 
education and in music education. 
University Response: Elementary Education majors have the 
opportunity to select between 11 and 20 semester hours of 
electives during their four year period of studies. The 
range in the number of elective hours sterns from differences 
in the University's general education program for native 
freshman and sophomore students and the general education 
requirements for community college transfer students. 
[Both programs of study are illustrated in Attachment B.] 
A committee to be appointed by the Deans of the Colleoes of 
Arts and Sciences and Education and Human Services will make 
recommendations by May 1, 1990 rega1ding the issue of 
electives for students in the Music Education program. [The 
current Music Education program of study for transfer 
students is shown on Attachment C and requires in excess of 
150 hours.] 
4. Consistent with the visiting committee recommendation on 
institutional effectiveness, the University should take 
measures to determine the effectiveness of instruction 
through an institution-wide evaluation process. 
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University Response: The University currently has in place 
a mechanism for assessing the teaching effectiveness of 
individual faculty members. By July 2, 1990 the Faculty 
Association will make recommendations to the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs regarding the need for additional 
measures to determine the effectiveness of instruction 
through an institution-wide evaluation process. 
5. The University should restudy the structure and function of 
the Graduate Council and its place in the formal University 
governance. The University should study the administrative 
structure with a view to providing more efficient and 
effective oversight and supervision for graduate programs. 
University Response: By July 2, 1990 the Associate Vice 
President for Academic Affairs (who is currently in charge 
of the University's graduate programs), in conjunction with 
the Graduate Council, will have completed a study of these 
issues. Recommendations will be forwarded to the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs for implementation by that 
date. 
6. All continuing education programs and courses, both credit 
and non-credit, should be regularly evaluated, and should be 
carefully examined as part of the institutional planning and 
evaluation process. 
University Response: The Dean of Continuing Education has 
authorized an existing committee (Continuing Education 
Faculty Development Committee) to evaluate the Division's 
non-credit offerings with respect to their consistency with 
the University's mission. This committee will evaluate off-
campus non-credit offerings for appropriateness and 
feasibility of their continuance. Off-campus credit 
courses, offered through Continuing Education, will continue 
to be regularly evaluated by the Deans of the colleges. [See 
Attachment D.] 
Through the planning process described in response to 
Recommendation 1, the Dean of Continuing Education 
participates in the university-wide planning and evaluation 
process. 
7. The University should establish an orderly process for 
validating the credentials of faculty with official 
transcripts and other appropriate documents. 
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University Response: The University currently does 
validate the credentials of all new faculty. By December 1, 
1989, the Vice President for Academic Affairs will determine 
whether a more effective and orderly process for validating 
the credentials of all faculty can be implemented before new 
faculty are hired for 1990-91. [See Attachment E.] 
8. At least 40 percent of the course credit hours taught above 
the associate degree level in each of the specified areas in 
the Criteria should be taught by faculty members holding the 
terminal degree, usually the earned doctorate in their 
teaching field. 
University Response: Beginning with Fall Semester 1989, 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs requires all 
department chairs to certify that at least 40% of the 
courses taught above the associate degree level are being 
taught by faculty with the appropriate terminal degree. In 
the absence of such certification, appropriate 
justifications are required and exceptions must be approved 
by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. [See Attachment 
E.) 
9. An evaluation process should be initiated for services and 
programs in the student development area in keeping with and 
as a part of the expected new planning process recommended 
in Section III of this report. 
University Response: The University is currently in the 
process of hiring a new Vice President for Student Affairs. 
The successful applicant must have experience in planning 
and evaluating student development services. By May 1, 
1990, he or she will be expected to develop a planning 
process that will become an integral part of the planning 
and evaluation process addressed in the university response 
to recommendations 1 and 2 above. 
10. An official document should be published for non-faculty 
personnel of the University which at a minimum defines the 
duties and responsibilities of the administrative officers, 
patterns of institutional organization and government, 
statements governing employment security, due process and 
other institutional policies and procedures that affect non-
faculty employees. 
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University Response: By July 2, 1990 the Director of Human 
Resources will issue a Human Resources Handbook which 
includes all the materials suggested by the SACS Visiting 
Committee. 
11. A University-wide space allocation plan for both current and 
future University facilities based on present and projected 
enrollments should be developed and maintained. This plan 
should include educational spaces, faculty and academic 
support offices and special learning areas (e.g. music 
practice rooms; learning labs and student/faculty research 
labs.) 
University Response: As part of the planning and 
evaluation process outlined in the responses to 
recommendations one and two, a space allocation plan will be 
developed by the beginning of the 1990-1991 academic year 
for both present and projected enrollments. The newly 
established UNF Space Committee will develop the plan. 
12. The University should give immediate attention to evaluating 
and correcting deficiencies related to the safety of the 
environment in the biology and chemistry laboratories and 
the storage rooms utilized for the storage of both inorganic 
and organic chemicals. Particular attention should be paid 
to the installation of an adequate number of fume hoods in 
all laboratories that -require the use of volatile compounds 
and compounds which emit dangerous and/or toxic vapors. 
University Response: The completion of the remodeling of 
the Natural Sciences Building (by December 1, 1989) will 
insure that the biology and chemistry laboratories and their 
associated storage rooms satisfy environmental safety 
requirements. Fume hoods are being installed in all 
appropriate laboratories. 
SUGGESTIONS 
1. The revised statement of purpose should be reflected in 
upcoming publications. 
University Response: Effective Fall 1989 the Office of 
University Relations is responsible for assuring that a 
statement of institutional purpose will be contained in all 
appropriate upcoming publications (also see suggestion #3 
below). 
2. The University should identify and clarify for all 
constituencies what is meant by "experiential learning". 
University Response: A statement clearly identifying 
"experiential learning" is found in the University Catalog 
and in brochures describing the Center for Experiential 
Learning and the Cooperative Education program, each of 
which is widely distributed to faculty, students and 
employers. [See Attachment F.] 
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At the University of North Florida, "experiential learning" 
is an educational program providing students with a variety 
of experiences that will enhance their personal, social and 
career development. These programs include: Cooperative 
Education, Internships, Volunteer Experience, Travel Abroad, 
Academic Credit Assessment Information (CLEP) and Practicum 
Experience. 
3. The committee found that many publications distributed by 
the Admissions Office offered rather sketchy descriptions of 
programs and facilities, and too often portrayed these 
resources in a superficial manner. These deficiencies 
should be corrected. 
University Response: In July 1989, the University began 
addressing the issue of image as portrayed in recruitment 
publications. The process includes the development of a 
comprehensive series of publications to provide more in-
depth information about programs and facilities. The 
series will be developed in a centralized manner to insure 
consistency in copy, graphics and overall quality of design. 
Funding for this series has been allocated by the 
University's central administration. 
4. The University should monitor carefully the grading 
procedures in the College of Education and Human Services. 
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University Response: By the beginning of the 1990 acade~ic 
year, the College of Education and Human Services will have 
in place procedures for monitoring its grading practices. 
To achieve that goal the Dean of the College of Education 
and Human Services charged (in September 1989) the College's 
Educational Programs Working Committee to design procedures 
for the monitoring of grading practices. These procedures 
will be presented for the consideration of the College 
faculty by April 1990. 
5. The [natural science) laboratories are very small and 
provide limited work space for students when filled to 
capacity. This should be corrected. 
University Response: The remodeling of the Natural Sciences 
Building will be completed by December 1, 1989. This will 
alleviate the overcrowding of student laboratory work space. 
6. It appears that some of the science laboratories are in need 
of equipment upgrade. The committee suggests that attention 
be given to these deficiencies as soon as possible. 
University Response: · A special 1989-1990 commitment of 
$132,000 will permit a substantial equipment upgrade in the 
Natural Sciences laboratories. Furthermore, the chemistry 
faculty has given first priority to two major pieces of 
equipment recommended by the American Chemical Society for 
undergraduate chemistry programs, an NMR spectrometer (ca. 
$135,000) and a mass spectrometer {ca. $50,000). In 
addition, the science programs will benefit from increased 
general oco and Scientific and Technical OCO allocations 
made to the University in 1989-90. 
7. In the Department of Music, allied programs should be 
developed to broaden the scope of the American Music 
Program. 
University Response: By May 1, 1990 the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences will present to the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs a plan to broaden the scope 
of the American Music Program. 
8. There is a need to study the differential criteria for 
teaching masters and doctoral courses and for formalizing 
and publishing the procedures for granting graduate faculty 
status. 
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University Response: By March 1, 1990 the Graduate Council 
will make recommendations to the University's Faculty 
Association concerning differential criteria for teaching 
masters and doctoral courses. Upon approval by the Faculty 
Association and contingent upon acceptance by the President, 
the administration will provide for the publication and 
distribution of these criteria. 
9. The academic wing of the University should investigate the 
efficacy of co-listing graduate and undergraduate courses 
with the goal of providing valid graduate experiences to 
meet the needs of students in courses with typically low 
enrollments. 
University Response: By May 1, 1990, the Faculty 
Association's Academic Standards Committee will make 
recommendations to the Faculty Association to assure that 
co-listed courses provide graduate students with appropriate 
graduate experiences. 
10. The University [Graduate Council] should examine the 
resources -- particularly time -- available for support of 
scholarly activity and advanced professional training, a 
sharp increase in resources being the overriding goal. 
University Response: The Office of Academic Affairs 
earmarked $50,000 in supplemental funding for Faculty 
Development during the 1989-1990 academic year. With input 
from the faculty, guidelines for the allocation of the funds 
will be determined and implemented in November, 1989. Deans 
are also now permitted to retain all unused salary dollars 
for such purposes. 
By March 30, 1990 the Graduate Council will examine the 
University's resource base and make recommendations to the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs regarding alternative 
methods to increase resources to support faculty scholarly 
activities. 
11. The visiting committee suggests that the Graduate Council be 
involved in the planning process for new and expanded 
programs in the development of the plan for evaluating the 
existing and new programs. In developing the evaluation 
plan, consideration needs to be given not only to the 
present activities that include program reviews, teaching 
evaluation and sporadic faculty and alumni surveys, but also 
to departmentally specified student outcomes and systematic 
surveys of students, faculty, alumni and employers. 
University Response: By December 1, 1989 the Graduate 
Council will make recommendations to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs regarding its role in the University's 
planning and evaluation process as discussed in the 
responses to recommendations 1 and 2 above. 
12. The Graduate Council should examine policies governing 
completion of graduate programs to determine the 
appropriateness and efficacy of residency requirements and 
specified time limits for completion in all programs. 
University Response: By March 30, 1990 the Graduate 
Council will make recommendations to the University's 
Faculty Association regarding the appropriateness and 
efficacy of residency requirements and specified time limits 
for completion of all programs. 
13. The committee believes that the institution's process for 
recruiting and appointing faculty, in its entirety should be 
included in the Faculty Handbook. 
University Response: The new Faculty Handbook, scheduled for 
January 1990 publication, will include a summary of the 
process for recruiting and appointing faculty. An 
appropriate reference will be given that indicates that the 
complete guidelines are contained in the Search and 
Screening Manual. 
14. The institution should maintain an easily accessible list of 
faculty that contains documentation of qualifications which 
substitute for the doctorate. 
University Response: By January 16, 1990 each College Dean 
will establish a faculty file that contains documentation of 
qualifications which substitute for the doctorate. 
15. The institution should clearly define and publish 
eligibility requirements for faculty teaching graduate 
courses. 
University Response: Appropriate recommendations will be 
made by March 1, 1990 (see the response to suggestion# 8). 
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16a The committee suggests that UNF academic administrators give 
careful consideration to communicating clearly to all 
faculty the criteria employed for granting salary increases. 
University Response: The Vice President for Academic 
Affairs instructed each College Dean to have their 
chairpersons review the merit pay criteria with their 
faculty at the first department meeting of the 1989-1990 
academic year. This will be done during the fall term of 
each new academic year. 
17. It would be highly desirable to include the full text of the 
State University System policy concerning academic freedom 
in the next Faculty Handbook. 
University Response: The next edition of the Faculty 
Handbook, scheduled for publication in January 1990, will 
contain the full text of the State University System policy 
statement on academic freedom. 
18. It would be extremely desirable to include the procedure for 
terminating faculty members for cause in the next edition of 
the UNF Faculty Handbook. 
University Response: The next edition of the Faculty 
Handbook, scheduled for publication in January 1990, will 
contain a statement on the procedure for terminating faculty 
members for cause. 
19. The committee suggests, as has already been emphasized in 
4.2 Graduate Program, that UNF give careful consideration to 
increasing the level of financial support for professional 
growth activities of its faculty. 
University Response: Substantial increases in operating 
expense monies have been allocated to the colleges in 1989-
90. In addition, the Office of Academic Affairs has set 
aside $50,000 for faculty development and professional 
growth during the 1989-90 academic year. These dollars 
will be awarded on a competitive basis. {See also response 
to suggestion 10 above.) [See Attachment G.] 
20. Wherever possible standing institutional committees should 
be encouraged to carry out their responsibilities unless 
clear and convincing reasons exist to employ alternative 
procedures, such as ad hoc committees. In such instances, 
where ad hoc committees are employed, involvement of the 
Faculty Association should be a high priority. 
University Response: The University's administration is 
committed to the use of the existing University governance 
structure wherever possible. Full involvement of the 
Faculty Association is a high priority. 
1.1 
21. UNF should consider distributing to all part time faculty 
all appropriate University, college and departmental 
policies and procedures that affect the performance of their 
duties. 
University Response: By April 30, 1990 each college dean 
will develop an appropriate manual for part time faculty in 
his/her college. 
22. The committee strongly suggests that the library extend its 
hours so that it is accessible for students after the last 
evening class has been taught. 
University Response: Effective with the 1989-1990 academic 
year, the Thomas G. Carpenter Library extended its evening 
hours from 10 PM to 11 PM Sunday through Thursday. 
Moreover, during the last week of classes and throughout the 
administration of final examinations, hours have been 
extended until 2 AM. These additional hours make the 
facility more accessible to evening class students. 
23. The committee supports the conclusions reached by the Self 
Study Committee regarding computer services and suggests 
that action be taken on them. 
University Response: The Director of Computing Services 
will address by May 1990 the following suggestions made by 
the University Self Study Committee [following consultation 
with the Academic Computing Policy and Planning Committee 
(ACPPC) and the Information Resource Planning and Advisory 
Council (IRPAC)]: 
1. To achieve better balance in providing computer 
services between the administrative and I & R areas, 
the ACPPC should have greater authority than simple 
recommendation, accomplished through direct 
representation on the IRPA Council. 
2. The allocation of personnel within the Department 
of Computing Services should be examined to provide 
greater support for campus wide I & R and consulting 
needs. The problem will be exacerbated when each 
faculty member receives his/her personal computer 
during the 1988-89 academic year. 
3 . ~he Department of Computing Services should be 
provided with enough support, even if temporary, to 
br i ng administration softwate systems into a better 
state of documentation. 
4. To meet long term trends, the University should 
begin to equip classrooms with computer technology: 
network hookups, instructor workstations and video 
projectors. 
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In its report due on May 1, 1990 the Universiti General 
Education Committee will make a recommendation regarding the 
following visiting committee suggestion: Because Florida 
law requires high school graduates be computer "literate," 
the University should follow up by requiring a basic 
computer course in the core curriculum. 
24. The committee suggests that planning for computer support be 
integrated into the University's planning and budgeting 
process with the priorities for computer use and other 
policies being regularly communicated to the University 
community. 
University Response: Beginning with the 1989-1990 academic 
year, the Academic Computing Policy and Planning Committee 
(ACPPC) and the Information Resource Planning and Advisory 
Committee (IRPAC) will make recommendations to the 
University's Executive· Staff regarding computing activities. 
25. The committee also suggests that the functionality of the 
MS-DOS computers in the Computer Services Lab be enhanced 
with additional printing capabilities and by providing the 
capability of running commonly used software on all 
machines. 
University Response: The Director of Computer Services 
will network additional software and output devices as 
resources and capacity permit. 
26. It is suggested that the institution provide a statement 
concerning the role and control of student publications and 
other media. 
University Response: During the fall semester 1989 the 
administration will act upon the recommendations made by the 
Ad Hoc Committee on the Student Press in July 1989. These 
recommendations are found in attachment H. 
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27. Due to the increased number of younger students, it is 
suggested that the role of the Wellness Center be reassessed 
with the intent of providing more services for younger 
students. 
University Response: During the 1990 spring semester, a 
survey of all UNF students will be undertaken to determine 
how effectively the Wellness Center is meeting the needs of 
the student body and what new needs have developed from the 
advent of lower division and the opening of more traditional 
housing on campus for 250 students. The needs assessment 
will be used to gather formal data to supplement the on-
going collection of information and observations made by the 
Wellness Center staff. 
28. The committee suggests that the institution review the 
current procedure for allocating resources and seek more 
effective and collegial ways of managing this important 
process. It is also suggested that in such a review of the 
allocation process the allocations for instruction and for 
academic and institutional support be given special 
attention. 
University Response: Beginning with the 1989-1990 academic 
year, all resource allocations were made in a collegial and 
open manner. A budget committee, chaired by the Interim 
Vice President for Academic Affairs, was established to 
recommend budget priorities and expenditures to the 
president and executive staff. Deans and unit heads 
participated fully in the allocation process to ensure that 
appropriate academic and institutional support was provided. 
29. It is suggested that the institution review the evaluation 
procedure for administrators to determine if it could be 
made more effective. 
University Response: By December 1, 1989 the Faculty 
Affairs Committee of the Faculty Association will make 
recommendations regarding the possible improvement of the 
current process for evaluating administrators. 
30. It is suggested that the new president's approach to more 
open communications be pursued at all levels of the 
University administration with the intent of strengthening 
faculty and staff morale and building a stronger commitment 
of all University personnel to the institution and its 
mission and goals. 
University Response: The administration is committed to 
the continuous implementation of this suggestion by making 
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open communications a primary goal of all administrative 
officers. For example, the budget process has been modified 
to ensure that apptopriate authority is vested in those with 
the responsibility to manage by providing complete and 
thorough information. The Leadership Conferences also 
facilitate a significantly greater level of participation in 
the University's policy formulation and executive processes. 
31. The organization chart should be modified to incorporate 
recent changes in titles and organization. 
University Response: By December 1, 1989 the University 
organization chart will be modified to reflect recent 
administrative changes. It will then be distributed to all 
administrative units. 
32. It would be appropriate to have a University administrator 
designated to monitor periodically the effectiveness of the 
lay advisory committees. 
University Response: The responsibility of monitoring the 
activities of the University's lay advisory committees is 
now handled by the Office of University Relations and 
Development. Beginning with the 1989-1990 academic year, 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs will ensure that any 
issues relating to the academic quality of programs are 
carefully monitored and considered. 
33. The administrative organization of the University should be 
reflected in college publications as soon as possible. 
University Response: This suggestion will be implemented 
during the 1989-90 academic year. 
34. It is strongly suggested that an internal budget planning 
process be put in place that is based on a clearly defined 
program plan to include program priorities. Resources 
should be allocated in accordance with this plan, which 
should relate to the overall University planning process. 
University Response: Beginning with the 1989-1990 academic 
year budget, resources were allocated in accordance with a 
program plan and all appropriate University officers 
participated in the budgetary planning process. 
35. Since no official financial report for UNF is published by 
the Auditor General, it is suggested that the financial 
staff adequately disclose these practices in its published 
financial statements. 
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University Response: This suggestion will be taken into 
consideration when the 1988-89 financial report is prepared 
for publication. 
36. It is suggested that UNF's Internal Audit Department utilize 
a risk assessment methodology when developing its annual 
audit plan. 
University Response: During the 1989-90 academic year, the 
University's Internal Audit Department will examine the 
feasibility of incorporating risk assessment methodology 
into its annual audit plan. Such an action must be 
consistent with the policies and audit standards established 
by the State University System of Florida. 
37. It is suggested that a uniform and consistent method of 
reporting financial data be adopted and that comparisons be 
made with peer institutions as part of the management 
reporting system. 
University Response: During the 1987-1988 fiscal year, the 
Board of Regents began publishing the financial statements 
of the institutions within the State University System. 
These statements form the basis for maintaining consistency 
in reporting and for comparisons deemed by management to be 
useful in financial decision making. 
38. It is suggested that a single long range plan be developed 
for buildings, grounds and equipment maintenance. 
University Response: Currently the University has a 
comprehensive maintenance plan for all equipment, building 
systems, custodial services, preventative maintenance on 
irrigation, pumps, etc., and deferred maintenance. By April 
30, 1990 routine grounds functions will be incorporated into 
this computer based system. 
39. A single comprehensive plan for campus security and safety 
is lacking. It is suggested that such a plan be prepared, 
regularly evaluated and published in a proper manner. 
University Response: In September 1989 the Director of 
Campus Security issued a comprehensive UNF Emergency 
Operations Plan. The information contained therein will be 
regularly reviewed by the University Environmental Health 
and Safety Committee. 
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40. It is suggested that UNF maintain updated space deficiency 
reports so that management is assured that renovation and 
construction projects are in keeping with justifiable space 
needs. 
University Response: In September 1989 the University 
developed a space utilization report form to reflect space 
and student utilization data for all instructional purposes. 
These data, along with the official space utilization report 
released annually by the Board of Regents Office, will form 
the basis for evaluating future renovation and new 
construction projects. 
ATTACHMENT A 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
1989-90 University Level Objectives 
1. Decentralize UNF budget operations and enhance managerial 
accountability; 
2. Implement a revised general education curriculum; 
3. Develop a UNF faculty development plan; 
4. Implement all new degree programs approved by the Board of 
Regents; 
5. Enhance residential life operations; 
6. Improve institutional communications with prospective as well 
as currently enrolled students and with recognized student 
groups; 
7. Review and more effectively implement the University 
affirmative action plan; 
8. Develop an enrollment growth plan and the related 
implementation strategy; 
9. Increase the total dollars awarded for contract and grant 
activities by 10% 
10. Complete Phase I of the campus road system; 
11. Complete all capital construction projects on time and within 
budget; 
12. Enhance accountability for state resources by increasing the 
number, and quality of internal audits, and by responding to 
all internal and external audit findings in a timely fashion; 
13. Maintain the appearance of and protect the total campus 
physical environment; 
14. Increase the number and amount of external development gifts 
and contributions; 
15. Develop a five-year intercollegiate athletics plan; 
16. Develop and commence implementation of a University marketing 
plan; 
17. Complete steps required to transfer the Research and 
Development Park to the UNF Foundation. 
ATTACHMENT B 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
College of Education and Human Services 
Elementary Education 
(UNF native students) 
General Education (41 hours) 
6 sh English Composition 
6 sh Mathematics (Coursework must be at the level of College 
Algebra or higher (College Algebra, MAE 3810) and must 
be completed with a grade of "C" or higher.) 
6 sh Literature (LIT 2110, LIT 3932) 
8 sh Natural Science (with laboratory) 
9 sh Humanities (EUH 1000, EUH 1001, PHI 2010) 
3 sh Social Science (PSY 2012,) 
3 sh Applied Fine Arts (ARH 3000) 
Core Requirements (30 hours) 
Lower Division 
3 sh EDF 2002 Introduction to Education 
3 sh MUT 1011 Music Foundations 
3 sh DEP 3004 Human Development 
3 sh DEP 2100 Foundations of Child Psychology 
Upper Division 
3 sh EDF 3604 Foundations of Education 
3 sh EDG 3620 General Methods Curriculum I 
3 sh EDG 4621 General Methods Curriculum II 
3 sh EDG 4411 Skills: Reg/Exceptional Students 
3 sh EDF 4231 Interpersonal Skills/Teaching 
Select one course: 
3 sh EDF 4214 Dynamics/Learning 
3 sh EDP 4215 Theory/Learning for Teachers 
Clinical Requirements (16 hours) 
2 sh EDF 3945 Field Experience-Phase I 
2 sh EDF 3946 Field Experience-Phase II 
12 sh EDE 4943 Practicum II: Student Teaching 
Other curricular Requirements (30 hours) 
3 sh RED 3310 Reading Methods I: Elementary 
3 sh RED 3311 Reading Methods II: Elementary 
3 sh LAE 3314 Language Arts Method: Elementary 
3 sh SCE 3312 Science Methods: Elementary 
3 sh SSE 3313 Scoial Study Methods: Elementary 
3 sh HSC 3301 Health/Movement Education: Elementary School 
3 sh ARE 4313 Art Methods: Elementary 
3 sh MUE 4210 Music Methods: Elementary 
3 sh EDE 3940 Integrated Learning Environment 
3 sh MAE 3312 Math Methods: Elementary 
(Continued on next page) 
Electives (11 hours) 
3 sh must be from the disciplines of: Anthropology, 
Economics, Geography, History, or Political Science. 
Total hours: 128 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
College of Education and Human Services 
Elementary Education 
(Transfer students) 
General Education (38 hours) 
The UNF General Education component for transfer students 
includes: 
6 sh English Composition 
6 sh Mathematics (College Algebra, MAE 3810) 
(Coursework must be at the level of College Algebra 
br higher and must be completed with a grade of "C" or 
higher.) 
8 sh Natural Science (with laboratory) 
9 sh Humanities (ARH 3000, 6 sh electives selected from the 
following: Art, Foreign Language, History, Literature, 
Music, Philosophy, Religion, or Theatre) 
9 sh Social Science (PSY 2012, DEP 3004, DEP 2100) 
Core Requirements (24 hours) 
Lower Division 
3 sh EDF 2002 Introduction to Education 
3 sh MUT 1011 Music Foundations 
Upper Division 
3 sh EDF 3604 Foundations of Education 
3 sh EDG 3620 General Methods Curriculum I 
3 sh EDG 4621 General Methods Curriculum II 
3 sh EDG 4411 Skills: Reg/Exceptional Students 
3 sh EDF 4231 Interpersonal Skills/Teaching 
Select one: 
3 sh EDF 4214 Dynamics/Learning 
3 sh EDP 4215 Theory/Learning for Teachers 
Clinical Requirements (16 hours) 
2 sh EDF 3945 Field Experience-Phase I 
2 sh EDF 3946 Field Experience-Phase II 
12 sh EDE 4943 Practicum II: Student Teaching 
Other curricular Requirements (30 hours) 
3 sh RED 3310 Reading Methods I: Elementary 
3 sh RED 3311 Reading Methods II: Elementary 
3 sh LAE 3314 Language Arts Method: Elementary 
3 sh SCE 3312 Science Methods: Elementary 
3 sh SSE 3313 Scoial Study Methods: Elementary 
3 sh HSC 3301 Health/Movement Education: Elementary School 
3 sh ARE 4313 Art Methods: Elementary 
3 sh MUE 4210 Music Methods: Elementary 
3 sh EDE 3940 Integrated Learning Environment 
3 sh MAE 3312 Math Methods: Elementary 
Electives (20 hours) 
6 sh must be selected from the area of Social Science or H 
Total hours: 128 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
College of Education and Human Services 
Elementary Education 
(Florida Community College AA Transfer Students) 
General Education (34 hours) 
An AA degree from Florida public colleges or universities 
satisfies the "general education" requirement at UNF. 
9 sh Communications (6 sh English Composition, 3 sh Speech) 
6 sh Mathematics (College Algebra, plus one of the 
following: College Mathematics, Introduction to 
Statistics) 
6 sh Humanities (HUM elective, ARH 1000) 
7 sh Natural Science (at least one course must be with 
laboratory) 
6 sh Social Science (PSY 1012, History, Political Science) 
core Requirements (30 hours) 
Lower Division 
3 sh EDF 2002 Introduction to Education 
3 sh DEP 3004 Human Development 
3 sh DEP 2100 Foundations of Child Psychology 
3 sh MUT 1011 Music Foundations 
Upper Division 
3 sh EDF 3604 Foundations of Education 
3 sh EDG 3620 General Methods Curriculum I 
3 sh EDG 4621 General Methods Curriculum II 
3 sh EDG 4411 Skills: Reg/Exceptional Students 
3 sh EDF 4231 Interpersonal Skills/Teaching 
Select one: 
3 sh EDF 4214 Dynamics/Learning 
3 sh EDP 4215 Theory/Learning for Teachers 
Clinical Requirements (16 hours) 
2 sh EDF 3945 Field Experience-Phase I 
2 sh EDF 3946 Field Experience-Phase II 
12 sh EDE 4943 Practicum II: Student Teaching 
Other curricular Requirements (30 hours) 
3 sh RED 3310 Reading Methods I: Elementary 
3 sh RED 3311 Reading Methods II: Elementary 
3 sh LAE 3314 Language Arts Method: Elementary 
3 sh SCE 3312 Science Methods: Elementary 
3 sh SSE 3313 Scoial Study Methods: Elementary 
3 sh HSC 3301 Health/Movement Education: Elementary School 
3 sh ARE 4313 Art Methods: Elementary 
3 sh MUE 4210 Music Methods: Elementary 
3 sh EDE 3940 Integrated Learning Environment 
3 sh MAE 3312 Math Methods: Elementary 
Electives (18 hours) 
3 sh selected from one of the five areas listed under the 
general education component 
Total Hours - 128 
ATTACHMENT C 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
College of Education and Human Services 
Music Education 
(UNF Transfer Students) 
General Education (38 hours) 
The UNF General Education component includes: 
6 sh English Composition 
6 sh Mathematics (3 sh of which must be College Algebra) 
8 sh Natural Science 
9 sh Humanities (MUH 3211, 6 sh coursework requiring written 
work of at least 6,000 words) 
9 sh Social Science (PSY 2012, DEP 3004, DEP 2300) 
Core Requirement (30 hours) 
3 sh EDF 2002 Introduction to Education 
3 sh EDF 3604 Foundations of Education 
3 sh EDG 3620 General Methods Curriculum I 
3 sh EDG 4621 General Methods Curriculum II 
3 sh EDF 4231 Interpersonal Skills/Teaching 
3 sh EDG 4411 Skills: Reg/Exceptional Students 
3 sh RED 3333 Reading Methods I: Secondary 
3 sh MUE 4311 Music Education: Elementary School 
3 sh MUE 4330 Music Education: Secondary School 
Select one course: 
3 sh EDF 4214 Dynamics of Learning 
3 sh EDP 4215 TheoryjLearning for Teachers 
Clinical Requirements (16 hours) 
2 sh EDF 3945 Field Experience-Phase I 
2 sh EDF 3946 Field Experience-Phase II 
Select one course: 
12 sh ESE 4943 Student Teaching 
12 sh EDE 4943 Practicum II: Student Teaching 
Major Requirements (55-61 hours) 
Lower Division 
1 sh MVK 1111 Class Piano I 
4 sh MUT 1111 Theory I 
4 sh MUT 1112 Theory II 
4 sh MUT 2116 Theory III 
4 sh MUT 2117 Theory IV 
1 or 2 sh MUE 3450 Woodwind Techniques 
2 or 2 sh MUE 3460 Brasswind Techniques 
2 or 2 sh MUE 4470 Percussion Techniques 
Applied Music: Select 4 lower division courses (6 - 8 sh) 
(MVB/MVK/MVP/MVV/MVW) 
(Continued on next page) 
Ensemble Courses: Select 4 lower division courses (4 sh) 
~N 
~N 
~N 
~N 
Upper Division 
3 sh ~H 3312 Music History II 
3 sh ~T 3611 Form and Analysis 
3 sh MVS 4975 Recital and Research 
3 sh ~G 4101 Conducting Techniques 
2 sh MUE 3480 Marching Band Techniques 
Select one: 
3 sh MUG 4204 Choral Conducting 
2 sh ~G 4302 Instrumental Conducting 
Major Electives 
Upper Division 
Applied Music: Select 6 semester hours 
(MVB/MVK/MVP/MVV/MVW) 
Ensemble Electives: Select 3 semester hours 
MUN 
Electives (17 hours) 
6 sh of which must be selected from the areas of Social 
Science or Humanities. 
Total Hours: 152 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
College of Education and Human Services 
Music Education 
(Native UNF Students) 
General Education (41 hours) 
6 sh English Composition 
6 sh Literature (LIT 2110, LIT 2932) 
6 sh Math (College Algebra, Math elective) 
Coursework must be at the level of College Algebra of 
higher and must be completed with a grade of "C" or 
higher. 
8 sh Natural Science (with Laboratory) 
9 sh Humanities (EUH 1000, EUH 1001, PHI 2010) 
3 sh Social Science (PSY 2012) 
3 sh non-applied Fine Arts (MUH 3211 Music History) 
core Requirement (36 hours) 
3 sh EDF 2002 Introduction to Education and Human Services 
3 sh DEP 3004 Human Development 
3 sh DEP 2300 Foundations of Adolescent Psychology 
3 sh EDF 3604 Foundations of Education 
3 sh EDG 3620 General Methods Curriculum I 
3 sh EDG 4411 Skills: Reg/Exceptional Students 
3 sh EDG 4621 General Methods Curriculum II 
3 sh EDF 4231 Interpersonal Skills/Teaching 
3 sh RED 3333 Reading Methods I: Secondary 
3 sh MUE 4311 Music Education: Elementary School 
3 sh MUE 4330 Music Education: Secondary School 
Select one course: 
3 sh EDF 4214 Dynamics of Learning 
3 sh EDP 4215 Theory/Learning for Teachers 
Clinical Requirements (16 hours) 
2 sh EDF 3945 Field Experience-Phase I 
2 sh EDF 3946 Field Experience-Phase II 
Select one course: 
12 sh ESE 4943 Student Teaching 
12 sh EDE 4943 Practicum II: Student Teaching 
Major Requirements (60-61 hours) 
Lower Division 
1 sh MVK 1111 Class Piano I 
4 sh MUT 1111 Theory I 
4 sh MUT 1112 Theory II 
4 sh MUT 2116 Theory III 
4 sh MUT 2117 Theory IV 
2 sh MUE 3450 Woodwind Techniques 
2 sh MUE 3460 Brasswind Techniques 
2 sh MUE 4470 Percussion Techniques 
(Continued on next page) 
Applied Music: Select 4 lower division courses (8 sh) 
(MVB/MVK/MVP/MVV/MVW) 
Ensemble Courses: Select 4 lower division courses (4 sh) 
MUN 
MUN 
MUN 
-----------------MUN 
Upper Division 
3 sh MUH 3312 Music History II 
3 sh MUT 3611 Form and Analysis 
3 sh MVS 4975 Recital and Research 
3 sh MUG 4101 Conducting Techniques 
2 sh MUE 3480 Marching Band Techniques 
Select one: 
3 sh MUG 4202 Choral Conducting 
2 sh MUG 4302 Instrumental Conducting 
Major Electives 
Upper Division 
Applied Music: Select 6 semester hours 
(MVB/MVK/MVP/MVV/MVW) 
Ensemble Electives: Select 3 semester hours 
MUN 
Electives (3 sh) 
3 sh selected from the disciplines of anthropology, 
economics, geography, history, political science or 
sociology 
Total Hours: 156 - 157 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
University of North Florida 
Music Education 
(Transfer students with an AA) 
General Education (33 hours) 
9 sh Communications (6 sh English Composition, Speech) 
6 sh Math (College Algebra, select one: College Math, 
Introduction to Statistics 
6 sh Humanities 
6 sh Natural Science 
6 sh Social Science (PSY 1012, one course from 
History/Political Science 
Core Requirements (36 hours) 
3 sh DEP 3004 Human Development 
3 sh DEP 2300 Foundations of Adolescent Psychology 
3 sh EDF 2002 Introduction to Education and Human Services 
3 sh EDF 3604 Foundations of Education 
3 sh EDG 3620 General Methods Curriculum I 
3 sh EDG 4621 General Methods Curriculum II 
3 sh EDF 4231 Interpersonal Skills/Teaching 
3 sh EDG 4411 Skills: Reg/Exceptional Students 
3 sh RED 3333 Reading Methods I: Secondary 
3 sh MUE 4311 Music Education: Elementary Schoo. 
3 sh MUE 4330 Music Education: Secondary School 
Select one course: 
3 sh EDF 4214 Dynamics of Learning 
3 sh EDP 4215 Theory/Learning for Teachers 
Clinical Requirements (16 hours) 
2 sh EDF 3945 Field Experience-Phase I 
2 sh EDF 3946 Field Experience-Phase II 
Select one course: 
12 sh ESE 4943 Student Teaching 
12 sh EDE 4943 Practicum II: Student Teaching 
Major Requirements (58 - 59 hours) 
Lower Division 
1 sh MVK 1111 Class Piano I 
4 sh MUT 1111 Theory I 
4 sh MUT 1112 Theory II 
4 sh MUT 2116 Theory III 
4 sh MUT 2117 Theory IV 
1 sh MUE 3450 Woodwind Techniques 
1 sh MUE 3460 Brasswind Techniques 
1 sh MUE 4470 Percussion Techniques 
(Continued on next page) 
Applied Music: Select 4 courses (6 sh) 
(MVB/MVK/MVP/MVV/MVW) 
Ensemble Courses: Select 4 lower division courses. 
~N 
~N -----------
~N 
~N 
Upper Division 
3 sh ~H 3211 Music History I 
3 sh ~H 3312 Music History II 
3 sh ~T 3611 Form and Analysis 
3 sh MVS 4975 Recital and Research 
3 sh ~G 4101 Conducting Techniques 
2 sh ~E 3480 Marching Band Techniques 
Select one: 
3 sh ~G 4202 Choral Conducting 
2 sh ~G 4302 Instrumental Conducting 
Major Electives 
Upper Division 
Applied Music: Select 6 semester hours 
(MVB/MVK/MVP/MVV/MVW) 
Ensemble Electives: Select 3 semester hours 
~N 
Electives (12 - 13 hours) 
(4 sh) 
3 sh must be selected from one of five disciplines listed 
under the General Education component. 
Total Hours: 156 
ATTACHMENT D 
October 6, 1989 
CONTINUING EDUCATION FACULTY DEVELOPMENT FUND COMMITI'EE 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Review and rate applications for the Continuing Education Faculty Development 
Fund twice per year (Spring and Fall). Submit a rating sheet on which each 
application is evaluated in terms of the criteria established. 
2. Serve as a review board for the non-credit continuing education activities 
of the Division of Continuing Education & Extension. This board will review non-
credit offerings twice per year in fulfillment of the following SACS 
recommendation: 
"All continuing education programs and courses, both credit and non-credit, 
should be regularly evaluated and should be carefully examined as part of the 
institutional planning and evaluation process." 
Off-campus credit courses, offered through the Division, will be regularly 
evaluated by the Deans of each college. 
Distributed on Friday, October 6 to: 
Margaret Bowden 
\.; illiam Brown 
Marvin Grant 
Jerome Hall an 
Robert Pickhardt 
Roger Eggen 
ATTACHMENT E 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
OFFICE OF .P.CADE1·1IC AFFAIRS 
MENORANDUM 
July 25, 1989 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
All College Deans 
Myna T. Porter, Assistant Vice President for 
Acade~ic A~fairs 
SACS Criteria for Scholarly and P=ofessional 
P~ep&ration of Faculty, Adjuncts, and Graduate 
Assistants 
Attached are tte SACS criteria for selection of faculty, 
adjuncts, and graduate assistants. Please review the credentials 
of the faculty and adjuncts teaching in your college to ensure 
that they meet the cri teric:. If trc:nscripts reveal that the 
minimun course requirements and/or degrees for the level of 
instruction have not been met, please subni t to this off ice 
documentation and records of wo~k experience, certification, and 
other qualifications which ~upport the appointment o~ the faculty 
mer.1ber or adjunct. 
For all newly hired faculty or adjuncts who do not meet the 
mininum acaderrlic requirements, the same type of docuDer.tation of 
unique experience and demonstrated competence must be subrr.i tted 
along with transcripts and letters of recor:unendation. 
I will forward to you in the near future a list of faculty whose 
files are incomplete with regard to either transcripts or letters 
of recol'Tlr.1endation so that \Je can proceed to update and cor:1plete 
all the files. 
If you have any questions, please contact me. 
c; Dr. Kenneth Martin 
Dr. Thomas. Leonard 
Attachments 
4.4 fACULTY 
Ueciluse the f.1rulty is integral to the education.1l quality of an instilulion, 
the Commission on Colleges and its committees will give syslem.llic 
attention during inslilutionill ev.Jiualinns to such milllers its I he process for 
the Sl' lcc tion of f.Kulty; lhl'ir pmfession.1l and scholarly prep.tr.Jiion ; the 
level of faculty compt•ns<~lion; the ptllicics ilnd proccdurt•s governing 
promotion, lenme, leac hin1~ lo.llls. !caws of ilbscnce, rclircmenl and other 
C\lllditions of service; ~.Kully mor.1lc and retention; dforts to promote the 
pruft·ssional and schol.trly growth of faculty; the fundionin~ of f.1eully 
commilll'l'S as instruments for the improvement of the educ.tlionill pro-
gram; and the quality of p.HI · time teaching staff. 
4..1.1 Sclrctimr of lirculty 
An in s lilulion must show that il has an orderly process for recruiting and 
appointing its faculty. This pron·ss will normally involve the develtlpmcnt 
of a pool of qu.tlified candid.th•s whose crcdcnli.1ls h.we ht•t•n validated 
with official tr.lllscripls and other appropriate documenlillion; and the 
interviewing of those who c1ppcar to be the best qualified . This procedure 
mus t be dl'scribed in the f.Kully handbook or other published documents . 
If an inslilulion employs a f.Kulty rnt·mber whose highest earned dt'gree 
is from ,1 non -regionally accredited inslilulion, it must show t•vidence of 
the appropric1leness of the faculty member's academic prepctralion. 
lnstilulions, prior to the appointment of an applicant, must determine 
th.11 the itpplicant's proficiency in or,tl n>mmunicillion in the language in 
which the coursc(s) is being t.lllght is such thai the appointment is 
a ppropri.1le. 
4.4 .2 l,rofcssiOiwl att~l Sclwltrrly l'rctJaratiOir 
Both full - <md p.ut -l ime f;~culty must meet the following oileria for 
sd10l.nly and professional preparation . 
4.4.2.1 Assvc i111t: . All full -time and part -lime faculty teaching courses at 
the associ.1te degree kvel in each of the following are.1s - hum.1nilies and 
fine arts; social.tnd bl·h.wior.tl sciences; natural sciences and mathematics; 
and, when taught as prc-baccillaurcale courses, education and business 
admini stration - mu st h.we completed ill least 18 gr.1duale semester hours 
in I heir ll'cKhing field illld hold a mas ter's degree. In addition, onc ·lhird or 
more of the lola) course credit hours l.mghl in e.teh of the forq;oing Meas 
!>hould be laugh! by f.teulty members who have successfully complell'd al 
le.Js l JO graduate semester hours or the equiv.tlent <JUiHier hours in their 
leaching fit•ld . In cl' rl.tin cxn•plinnal Cilses, unique expcri<'ncc and demon -
s lr.lled C<lmpl'lence m;-~y subslilull' for advc11tecd academic prt•pcH.tlion 
(e .g., including physica l cducitlion ilclivilics, d.mce relillcd courses. and 
v.~rious fields nf the visual_ and performing arts). Such exceptions must be 
jus tified by the inslilulion on an individual basis . II is the responsibility of 
the in s lilulion to J..t•• ·J• on file documenl.llion of work experience, certifica-
tions and olhl'r qu.1lificalions if lhl'se are to substitute for or supplement 
form.1J oKildemir prl•par.ltion . 
li·chnic.1l spcci.1ll y courses in assodate degn~e programs should be 
litught by faculty h.wing both acildemic preparation and work experience. 
The typical combinillinn is a bachelor's degree with appropriillc work 
experience . I\ m.Jsln's degree is required fur f.tCulty leaching courses 
where college trans fer is a go.1l or where subst.lnliJI numbers of students 
lrilnsfcr lo st·nior inslilulions. In all cases, te.ll·hing f.Kully membt•rs must 
h.wc lechnicill compelence in the fields in which they leach . The minimum 
ac.tdemic preparation for faculty leaching in professional and lcchnic.tl 
fields must lll' al the degree level at which the faculty member is karhing . 
In cerl.tin exceplionJI cases, unique experience and demonstrated compe-
tence may substitute for ilcadcmic preparation . Such exceptions mu st be 
justifed by the inslilulion on an individuill basis . It is the responsibility of 
the institution to keep on file documentation of work cxpt•riencc, ccrlifica-
lions and other qualifi c,tlions if. these arc to substitute for or supplement 
formal academic prep.H.llion. 
Non ·dcgrec diploma or certificate occupational courses arc typic.tlly 
taught by faculty with some collq~e or spcciali;wd tr.tining. but with ''" 
emphasis on competence g.1ined through work expcrknce. Some courses 
may n•quirc f.1culty with a baclwlor's degree or beyond with lillie or no 
work cxperit•nce . Others m.1y n.·quire lillie form.tlcduc.tlitlll bl'yond hi}~h 
school. While the compelt•ncy rcquir<'llll'nts mily v.~ry fnun fil'ld lo fi e ld , 
thl'y should he deilrly defined by cad1 institution . In .til c.to;t•s . 1\•,Jdling 
f.Kulty memlwrs must h.tvl' s pl'ci.tl compl'lt•nce in the fit ·ld -; in whit h tlwy 
le.Kh . II is the responsibility or the in slilulinn lo kelT Oil fill' doCUlllL' Ill.l -
tioll of work expcrit•ncc, cerlific.1lions ilnd fllher qu.tlifir.tlions if these arc to 
substitute for or supplemt•nl fonn.tl ac.1dernic prepcHalion . 
Faculty who teach basic cornput.1lion and communic.llion skills in nPn-
dl·~n·c nccup.1tion.1l prngr.1111s must h.1ve a badu:l,,r's dq;rce, .1nd idl'.tlly, 
should h.l\'L' work or other experiences whidt help them relate these sJ...ills 
to the t~ccup.llional fidd . 
r.1rulfy who h:illh adult b.1Sict•ducalion at the hi~h sdmollevel or below 
must h.we J bJdtt•lor's dq~ree, but also should have atlriuules or l'xpni -
enn·s which help th~m rel<~le lo the parlicul.u needs of the aJulls they 
leadt. 
F.Kully who teach in rcmt•dial programs must h.we a bi.ldwlor's degree 
and eilhl'r tc.Khing expnience or graduate tr.tining in remedi .1lt·durJtiun . 
4.4 .2.2 llllccnlartrcatr . All full · lime and p.ut -lirne f.Kulty tc.Khing at the 
b.1Cc.1 laureate dehrec level in each of the follmvinJ; arei.IS - hum.mitics .1nd 
llw fine <~rl s, soci.1l.1nd beh.wior.JI sciences, n.1tur.1l sc iences and rn.ttht•rll.l -
tics, educ<1tion, and busi rwss admini s tration - must haw nmtpkll'd 18 
gr.lllualt• scmesll'r hours in their leachinJ; fields and hold the master 's 
degree . Forty percent of the course credit hours laut;ht above the .1ssori<1le 
dl'grl'c levd in L'<ldt of these arc.1s must be 1,1ught by f.Kulty mcmhns 
holding the ll'rmin.tl dehree, tts 11 .1lly the e.unt•d dnclor.Jic, in their lt·.K h-
in ~ fidd s . There should be a IMI.mced distribution of these faculty llll'fll · 
bt·rs ~cross the various disciplines represented on the c;1mpus. 
In each discipline in which an undergraduate major is offered , at leas t 25 
pl'r<·e nl of the course credit hours taught must be lilught by f<~nrlty 
nll'rnhers holding the lermin,Jl degree, usually an t>arned doctor.tle, in th .11 
di sci pline. 
In professional and technical fields, whPrc job experience rni.ly be more 
valu.1hle than .1cademic prt•paralion, and in the various field s of the visu.1l 
and p<'rforming arts, where lr.1ining and expcrit:ncc nlht:r than Graduate 
study may provide excellent preparation forn,Jicge lcachinJ;, an in ., tilulion 
m .1y Pmploy faculty men;bers who do not hold the ll'rminal degree . It is the 
responsibility of the in s lilulion to keep on file ducumt• nl.llion nf work 
exrerience, cerlifil·.1tions and other qualifications if these art: lo s ubs titute 
for 1•r supplement formal academic preparation . 
In n•rl.rin exceptional cases, unique experience and Jcmons lr.11l'd corn -
pelt•nce may suhslilutc for ad va nced academic preparation . llowt:wr, Ill(' 
minimum formal academic prepar,tlion for such exct•plions mus t he at the 
degrt·c level at whidtlhe faculty mcmheris leaching . II is the respon s ibility 
or the institution to justify the employment of s uch a f.Kulty member .md 
lo keep on file documental ion and records of work t:xperience, certification 
and lllher qualific.tlions whidt s upport the appointment of faculty me m -
ber s who have not completed 18 graduate semester hours in the ir tpaching 
frelds and hold llw m ac; ll' r 's d1·~rPe . 
Faculty who leJch in re medi .tl pn1grams must have a baclwlor's degree 
and either II'.Khin1; I'Xpl' ri enre or p.1duale training in remedi.1l l'dur.ttion . 
4.4 2.3 l.r11drtt1lr . ln s lilulions oHl'ring the m .l s ler's dq;n•e mu st demon-
s lr.tte ,, hi, ;h kwlt~f f.trultr n""I'~'IL' Illl' inllw fi e lds in which tlw ma o; lt'r's 
prn, ;r.l!ll 'o .Ht' l''"vidt·d . 1\ddlli•llt .tll}'. in :-. lituliono; oHninJ~ the l''"gr.l!IIS 
leading to such degrees as the traditional doctor of philosophy must 
d emons tr.tle significant rese.uch capability of the faculty leaching in these 
programs as we ll as high faculty compeknce . 
All institutions mus t have adefJUale resources to altr.Kl and reiJin a 
qualified faculty, espcci.tlly in lite fidds in wh ich dncloral programs arc 
<'Hcred . F.~eulty le.1ching graduate-level courses mus t hold the highes t 
earned degree in lhl'ir disci l'lincs, a lthough in some cases experience and/ 
or schol.uly or n c.tlive activity nt.ly substitute for the Joclor.11e . f.JCully 
res pl•n siblc for the direction of doctoral rese.1rch must be experienced in 
directing imh-pendenl s tudy. 
In addition. f.1nrlty cng.tged in graduate teaching should demons trat e, 
by lhl'ir irwolwmenl in ins titutional Jctivilies, their cornmilnwnt to the 
acJdcmic conm11mity and the in s titution which lhl'y serve, as wdl as to 
tlwir s tudent s anJ the ir academic disc iplines. 
An dkclive gr.tdualt• program dt-rends on the schol.uly int e raction of 
f.Kulty whose SJ'l'Cia lties arc complemcnt.uy. The numbt• r of f.,nrlly 
required v.1rics with the di sci plinc(s ) and the scope of the program . The 
minimum numbers of graduate faculty arc: 
a. Mas ter's dq.;rec - four full -time f.:~culty memlx·rs in the subject field 
(may include r<' l.tled disciplines). 
b . Ooctor's dq~rl'e - four full -time f.1nrlty members whose scholarly 
fields arc interdependent and directly relevant to the candidate 's duclur.tl 
progr.un . 
All policies .1nd rehulations aHecting graduate curricula - and n•tprire-
menl s le.1ding to J;radualc credits, n•rtifi calion and dept•es - should be 
formul .1led by the ~raduale faculty or hy an appointcd or t'lerted ~wup 
reprcsl,..tting th.1l faculty. Eligibility requirements for faculty leaching 
gradu.tte ~our~es mus t be ciC.Jrly defined and published . 
4.4 .3 Faculty Cm"l'ftlsnlhm 
The allraclion and retention of able f.1culty members anJ the m.linle -
nance of f.Kully morale rC'quire th.tl an ins titution provide adequate f.t nrlt y 
sal.uies anJ benefits . A salisf.11 l11ry pwgr.un of faculty compens.1l ion mus t 
include .1mnral review of all s.tlaries, b.tscd on clearlr s l.tled critt•ri.l for 
s.tl.uy increment s. The institution should also provide a retiremenlpl.m , to 
which it contributes a reasonable percentage of the cost, and a pl.m for 
adequate ins urance coverage. 
4.4 .4 ACtldt'mic l'rudom m11l Prof,•ssiot~nl Su11rity 
An in s titution mu st adopt and dis tribute lo all members of thl' f.tnrl ty a 
sl.1ternent of the principles of academic fr eedom itS t•sl.tl>li~lwd br ll•e 
governing bo.~rd, assuring frl'1'd11m in II'.H"hing . II'SI'.trch .tnd pul•li r. tt iPn . 
Although lt•ntrre policy io; 11111 lll.liHI.lll'd. ,.,,,-1! in.;lilrrlinn ntu :-. 1 J'rt •\·ido· 
coni r.1cl s, ll'llns p( ·'J'J'llinlnwnl or :; i mil.11 d nl't rr Ill ' Ills lo• t J,,. 1. .. 'dt )' • h-.11lr 
dt ·scribinh the 1l'r111s and condili llllS 111 tlll'ir l'llli ' IP)'IIH'Ill. All pnlr rit·s 
rq~arding t'tnplnynwnl, ilS I'SI.tbli shed by lhl' hll\'l'llting bu.uol , 11111..,1 be 
publi shed and di s lrilnrlt•d lU lhc (,JCtrlly. If the inslihrlitlll li St' S f,u:ulty 
r.m\...~ ilnd tenure, the pt,lkit•s ilnd pmcedures for promotion, for ilw.ndinl; 
knurc, for providing .1dl'lJUJie notice on non · rcncw.1l of" proh.11ionary 
"J'J'llinlnwnl, .1nd for lermin.1lion of <~pp~inlnwnls for cause mnsl be 
dl·.HI}' sci forth in the f.wulty handbook or another offici<~l puhlic.1lion. 
Termin.1lion anJ non · rt•newal procedures must contain adequ.•lc safe-
guards fur proll•<.lion of ac.1demic freedom. 
4.l.5 f'ro{essio"''' Growtl1 
An institution must provide f.Kulty members the opportunity lo con · 
linue their pmfessional development throughout their c;necrs ;md must 
demon s tr.11~ that such development lakes pi.Ke . Among the nw.111 s of 
accomplishing this hoal .u~ leaves of .1bsence for study and rest•.~rch, 
additillnill r,radu.1te work in the disciplint>, allend.mce ill profession.1l 
llll't•tinhs. ilnd in ·servin: lr.lining such as instruction in compult:r us.1ge. 
·1 he gt•ner.ll lone ;md policies of an institution must n1.1ke it cll'.lf th.11 
individual faculty members are to 1,1ke the inlili.Jtiw in promoting lhl'ir 
own growth as lc.Kht>rs, schni.Hs and, especi.1lly in profcssion.1l ;111d 
occup.1tional fil'lds. pr.1ctitioners . 
4.-1.6 Tlu: Uolc of tire r,wtlty ,,,,fits Commiltrcs 
The primary respons ibility for the improvement of the edncillion.ll 
progrJm rt'sides with the faculty. The extent l'f the p.nlirip.llion and 
jmisdidion of the faculty in ar.Hiemic aff.1irs must be de.nly set forth illld 
publi shed in the f.Jculty h.mdbook . F.~eultit•s will normally rondurlmlHh 
of their business through such structures as comrnillt•t•s. COlllKils c1nd 
scn.1lcs, operating within lht~ bro;JJ policies determined b}' the Jdminislra· 
lion Jnd the go\'erning boards. 
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/\n institution must provide a f.1eulty of adl'<]UJie site to support its 
instructional pro,;ram and musl have a plan for lhe equil.lltle illld rt'c1SOI1· 
able Jss ignmentof f.Kulty responsibilities - including ll.•ssroonl instruc-
tion , ac.Hil'rnic advising. committee membership, guid.mce of student 
org.u1i1.alinns, and rt•st•arch ami service to the public. The institution 
should h .wc suitable policies to protect faculty llll'mhcrs from ilSStllning or 
beinh assigned inlt'rtl.ll or t•xtern.ll responsibilities which mihltl <'lll"fiMCh 
upon t•itlwr the quality or the qu.mlily of the Wttrl.. lltl'y are t•mployed lo 
perform for the inslilulion . The Cc11culalitm of in s lruction.ll loJds should 
t.1ke into account such factors as number of prl'p.u.llions, nurnlll'r of 
students l,tu~-;ht, the nalur~ of the subject and the help av.1il.tl>le from 
st·crl'I.Hil's .md lt'aching ass istants . 
4.-1 .8 Criltria ntlll l'rncu/urrs for Cvalu11lio11 
An institution mu-..1 conduct periodic evaluJiions o( lhf' performance of 
irulividu.tl f.Kully lllt'mbers . II must provide guidelines forth~ use of the 
resulb of thi s ev.tltt.llion for the irnprovemcnl of the f.tndty and the 
l'dur.llion.ll pro)~r.1111. ·1 he ev.llu.1linn 1111tsl include a sl.tlenwnl of tlw 
nilt·ri.1 .,,;.1iml whil hI he JWrfnrrn.HKt' of till' individual (,JCulty llll't11l>ns 
will h· llll',t<;lffl ' •'- "llw·; •• rri1t·ri.1 flttt'>t lw m.ult• known to all tlllll"t 'llll'tl. 
4..1.9 l't~ri - Time lirculty 
The employnwnt of p.ul ·lime faculty Ciln provide expnlisc to <'nhance 
tlw eduralilln,defft•diwm·ss of an inslilulion . lloWl'Vl'r, it must he prop· 
erly ntnlrolled. P.•rl · lime filnrlty It-aching coursl'S for crt•dit rnuslmeelllre 
s.:~me requirements for profl'ss ionJI, t•xpcrienti.ll and schol.lrly prt·p<~r.llittn 
as llll'ir full -time counh·q,Jrts te.Khinh in the same disciplines . 
Llrh inslilulion must establish and publish comprehensive p(llicies 
concerning the employment of p.HI ·Iime f.Kully. Tlw institution mu s t .ll~o 
provide for apprnpri.11e orient.llion, supt•rvision and ev.1lualion of all p.nl· 
lime f.1ndty . l'rocl'dures which will result in providing students with 
rl'asonable access lo p.trl · lime f.lCully fur purposes of ac.Hiernic assistance 
rnusl be clearly sl.11ed and m.Hie known to p.:~rHime f.:~nrlly at the lime of 
lhl'ir cmploynll'nl. 
4.4.10 Grndr111tc li•lfdrinx Assistmrls 
lhC' employment of !;radu.11e leaching assisl,lnls is a well -establbhed 
pr<~clice in higher educ.1lion, but must be can·fully monilorl'J . An instilu· 
lil'll must avoid heavy depcndl'nce on hr.1Juale le.Khing as~i!'lilnl s to 
condutl class room instruction . LKh institution employing hr.Hiuatl' h•.Jdt · 
ing as!'islanls must providP a published sl'l of guidditws for in s titution · 
wide ~;radu.tle assisl.llll !>hip administration, induding "I'Poinlment crite-
ria , rt'I11111H~r.llion, ri1;hts and responsibilities, ev.llu,llion, and 
fl' ,lJlJ'Oinllllenl . 
Cradu,tle leaching assist.1nls who have primary responsibility for h•,JCh · 
ing a course for credit ilnd/or for assihning final grades for sr•ch a comse, 
ami whose professionc1l and schol.nly prepar.11 ioi1 does not SJI isf y I he 
provisions1'f Sl•clion -1.4 .2 .Jhove must be under the direct supervision of a 
f.1ntlty member expl'rienced in the leaching field, recl'i\'e rehulo1r in· 
service tr.Jining. ttnd be rq;ul,uly evalu.1teJ . They must also have c.nned .:11 
least 18t;r.Hiu.tle semt·~!t•r hours in their lc.tching field . 
The Jbove requirements do not apply lo gr.tduJie lecKhing assistants 
who are eng.1ged in assignnwnls such as l<lbor.l111ry assis tance, le.Khing 
ph}'Sical edtJCollion otdivilil'S, atlending Or lwlpinh prepare lectures, gr.l· 
ding p.1pcrs, kn·ping d;1ss rl'cord s, and conducting discussion gn,ups . 
lnslilulions may appoint gr<~dtJille lccKhing assis t.1nls for whom English 
is a sl'rond l.111guage only when a l(•sl of spoken English, or otlll'r reli.tble 
evidt•nce of the applicant's proficiency in oral comrmrnicalion .111d spt•t•ch, 
indic.11t•s lh.JIIhe apptlinlnll'nl is appropriate . 
Institutions t•mployi ng gr.HitJ.liC lt'arhing assis l.1111s must providt• a 
structure for adminislr.llive O\'ersight.ll a level alllwe th.11 of llu• individu.1l 
acadt·mic units to assure conflmnity with inslilttlittllcll J'l'licies <llld 
procedures . 
Tht• nlent (If the IISl' of gr.tdu,lle l1 ·.1ching 0'1·: -;l~ l . tlll ~. llwir l''"f'· ~~'''" · " 
and schol,trly J'll' JlcHJti(lll , ,lfl.J tlk•lt'\'l ' lollld lJIIollil}" pf tht'ir Slll'l 'l\ t-..il'lll'}' 
l''~pt·rienccd f.Kully sh.1ll be t''llcllnirwd h)' the Ct,mrnis.;il'll on Cttllq~l'S 
wlwnewr ilt·valu.tlt•s the proft-ssion.1l and schol.lrly prl'p.n.tlion of lt'olch · 
ing J't'rSOI111l'l. 
ATTACHMENT F 
Center for Experie nti al Learning & Testing 
Cooperati\'e Education Program 
July 13, 1989 
TO: DR. KENNETH MARTIN 
INTERIM VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
FROM: CAROL ANN BOYLES l ~if; 
DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AND TESTING 
SUBJECT: EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 
This memo responds to your request for a current written 
statement to identify experiential learning. After reviewing the 
self-study report, I can understand why the Southern Association 
for Colleges and Schools has requested a clarification of the 
meaning of experiential learning. 
The Center for Experiential Learning and Testing is described 
in the 1989-90 University Catalog and a mission statement is on 
f i le in the office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. In 
addition, a brochure on the Center for Experiential Learning, a 
brochure on Cooperative Education, and a Cooperative Education 
Guide are widely distributed to students, employers and faculty. 
Althoug h the Center for Experiential Learning and Testing is 
housed in Student Affairs, other departments wi thin the University 
are involved in various experiential learning activities. I have 
prepared the following statement which serves to clarify what is 
meant by experiential learning at the University of North Florida. 
Experiential Learning at the University of North Florida is 
an educational program providing students wi th a variety of 
experiences that will enhance their personal, social, and career 
development. These programs include: 
* Cooperative Education 
* Internships 
* Volunteer Exper i ences 
* Travel Abroad 
* Academic Credit Assessment Information (CLEP) 
* Pra c t i cum Exper i ences 
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These experiences are provided by several departments within the 
University. For example, internships, field experiences, practicum 
experiences, and other off-campus activities are arranged and 
supervised by individual academic departments. Student internships 
are required in Curriculum and Instruction and Special Education 
programs in the College of Education and Human Services and the 
College of Health. Internships are also available in Communica-
tions, Criminal Justice, History, Psychology, Public Administration 
programs in the College of Arts and Sciences, and in Accounting in 
the College of Business Administration. 
The Center for Experiential Learning and Testing housed in the 
Division of Student Affairs provides information on internships, 
volunteer experiences, travel abroad, and practicum experiences. 
This Center is also responsible for the administration of the 
Cooperative Education Employment Experience Program, which offers 
students opportunities to earn up to six hours of academic credit 
for work experiences in business, industry, government, or human 
resource agencies. 
The Ex per ienti a 1 Learning Program gives the University an 
opportunity to: 
* make new linkages with the local community, the state, 
the nation and overseas. 
* provide a mechanism for the University to develop a 
strong cooperative relationship with civic, business, 
cultural, political, and other educational institutions 
as well as professional organizations. 
* prepare students for professional careers, for service 
and leadership roles in various fields. 
The statements regarding experiential learning should continue 
to be published in the University Catalog, brochures, guides, and 
should be incorporated into the University's mission statement. 
As you may know, the SACS Report was written prior to the 
reorganization of the Academic Support area of Student Affairs. 
Consequently, the Center for Experiential Learning had not been 
organized at that time. One of the anticipated goals of the Center 
was to coordinate information about experiential education 
opportunities to students and to administer the Cooperative 
Education Program. 
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During this first year of the Center's operation, the primary 
focus is to enhance the Cooperative Education Program and to 
increase student participation. A proposal for an experienced 
based education program for military personnel was written and 
submitted to the Interim President and the Vice President for 
Student Affairs. However, personnel changes in these areas caused 
the proposal to be put on hold. 
After you have reviewed this information, please contact me 
at Ext. 2915. I would welcome the opportunity to review the draft 
of the University's response to this issue. 
cc: Dean Otis Owens 
Dr. Tom Healy 
Dr. Tom Leonard 
On-Campus Housing 
UNF students have the option of selecting on-campus 
housing . Students choosing to live on campus will have 
an opportunity to enjoy the convenience and the many 
opportunities for involvement in campus life - oppor-
tunities not readily available to students who commute. 
Clustered on a lakeside, the student residences provide 
immediate access to the Student Life Center which in-
cludes recreational facilities. a theatre and the Osprey 
Cafe. Within a short walking distance are the library, 
computer center, classroom buildings and athletic 
facilities . 
Located on the perimeter of campus development, 
the original residences consist of one and two bedroom 
furnished apartments with full kitchen and bath facilities . 
Some units are equipped with special features for dis-
abled students, and all University buildings are designed 
for easy access by handicapped students. A limited 
number of unfurnished one bedroom apartments are 
also available . The architectural design allows a high 
degree of flexibility in housing undergraduate, graduate, 
married and non-married students. 
Osprey Hall . a new residence hall, will house its 
first residents in the Fall of 1989. The new lakeside com-
munity has double and single rooms, comfortable 
lounges, and ample parking. 
Rental rates are comparable to residential oppor-
tunities in Jacksonville and other universities in the State. 
The cost of electricity is included in the rental rate for 
the residence hall but is billed separately to residents of 
the apartment community. Each room or apartment has 
phone and cable outlets . Residents may contract for 
phone and cable services at their own expense. 
. Applications for campus housing should be sub-
mitted directly to the Residential Life Office, since they 
are not handled as part of the University admission pro-
cess. For more information about on-campus living. con-
tact the Residential Life Office at (904) 646-2636 . 
Articulation and 
Community College Relations 
The Office of Articulation is the University's liaison with 
state community colleges. It is strong!).' recommended 
that students transferring from community/ junior col-
leges to UNF complete Associate in Ans degrees or. in 
certain prior-approved areas, Associate in Science 
degrees. 
The primary responsibility of the office is to help 
community/junior and other college transfer students 
to better understand UNF. its philosophy, programs, and 
operations. The office also serves the state's 28 com-
munity colleges by bringing to the attention of the 
University their needs and concerns and assisting them 
in any way possible. 
The goal of the office is to assure each transfer stu-
dent a smooth and trouble-free entry into UNF 
academic life . One contribution toward this goal is the 
annual del ivery of updated UNF/ Community College 
Counseling Manuals to every Florida community/junior 
college, as well as other institutions at their request. The 
manual outlines the requirements of each discipline for 
the bachelor's degree at UNF and provides guidance 
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about the recommended courses of study for those 
disciplines at the community/ junior college level. 
Academic Advisement 
General: Students who have completed less than 60 
semester hours are assisted by an academic advisor in 
the Central Advisement Office of the College of Arts 
and Sciences. Students who have completed between 
45 and 60 semester hours must declare a major and 
should consult the advisement office in the college or 
division of that major to establish a new program of 
study. 
After the completion of 60 semester hours , a stu-
dent is assisted by an academic advisor in the ap-
propriate college or division. 
Transfer students u•ithout an AA degree from a 
Florida community college who have 60 
semester hours or more: Students must have an of-
ficial program of study filed with the advisement office 
of the college or division of their choice. Students should 
meet with an advisor concerning their program as ear-
ly as possible, preferably at the initial period of 
registration. 
Transfer students with an AA degree and 
graduate students: Each student must have an of-
ficial program of study filed with their declared major 
college or division . Students should meet with an ad-
visor concerning their program as early as possible, 
pieferably at the initial period of registration . 
Center for Experiential Learning 
and Institutional Testing 
The Center for Experiential Learning and Institutional 
Testing provides students with opportunities for ex-
periential learning. cooperative education, internships , 
and testing . 
Cooperative Education• 
Cooperative Education is an experiential learning con-
cept which engages employers in an educational part-
nership with the University. Students enter this program 
as an integral part of their education , experiencing a 
blend of actual on-the-job work with related classroom 
study, giving them a complete picture of their chosen 
career. Increased motivation, personal and social 
development, as well as job placement, are the rewards 
of cooperative education and, in addition, students may 
earn as they learn. 
Students may choose varied cooperative education 
programs. The Employment Experience Program is a 
full-time or part-time educational experience in which 
students may choose to alternate terms of full-time study 
at UNF with tern:_1s of full-time paid employment or part-
time work ; or work full-time one or two consecutive 
semesters in business. industry, government, or human 
resource agencies. Academic credit up to a maximum 
of six hours may be earned with departmental approval 
in specific majors depending upon the feasibility and ap-
plicability of the work experience to the degree program. 
• Cooptnnw E.ducaoon c:ounes 111'1.' gove-rned by wpara1e VA regulaoons Sru~ts ~~Wl9 
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Students should be enrolled in the University at least 
one semester and be classified as a sophomore or above 
prior to making application for this program. 
The Academic Practicum Program is usually a part-
time experience which may include internships, field ex-
periences and other directed off-campus activities super-
vised and arranged by the department chairperson. 
Internships 
The staff assists students who are interested in paid or 
non-paid internships to identify available opportunities. 
Institutional Testing 
The Center administers and provides information about 
such tests as the CLAST, GRE, FTCE, CLEP, GMAT, 
NLN Nursing Mobility Profile II, NEAS and others. See 
the current testing schedule for more information. The 
CLAST exam is required of all students who are seek-
ing admission to upper level programs at UNF. (Refer 
to the Academic Policies and Regulations section of this 
catalog). 
Personal Counseling and 
Career Development 
Programs offered by Personal Counseling and Career 
Development are designed to be an important part of 
the educational process . In a supportive environment 
a professional staff or tra ined counselors assists students 
through the process of personal and career counseling. 
Professional mental health counselors provide in-
dividual and group counseling sessions to help students 
with any personal problems which may be interfering 
with their success as students. A number of group ex-
periences to fac ilitate personal growth typically include : 
self-hypnosis , assertiveness training , re lationsh ip 
enhancement , and test anxiety. Some specific reasons 
for seeking individual personal counseling might include 
a desire to: 
•increase self-confidence and assertiveness 
•develop and maintain satisfying relat ionships 
•cope with academic pressures and problems 
•examine problems related to alcohol/drug use 
Professional career counselors assist students with 
planning , reviewing, and implementing their career 
goals. Some specific reasons for seeking career counsel-
ing might include a desire to: 
• assess career interest patterns 
•decide on an academic major or career 
•improve job interview skills 
•develop successful resumes 
Additional career services include: vocational 
testing for currently enrolled students, part-time and full-
time job listings, on-campus interviews, employability 
skills seminars, and a career library available for occupa-
tional information . The Personal Counseling and Career 
Development office also provides consultation and 
outreach programs to the Un iversity community, cover-
ing a variety of mental health and career development 
concerns. 
Counseling is a confidential process . Information 
is released only with a student's perm ission and written 
consent. In a ll cases, the counseling staff adheres to strict 
professional standards of ethics and confidential ity. 
The office is located in Building 2/ Room 2086. and 
may be reached by calling 646-2602 or 646-2955. 
Academic Enrichment and Skills 
Center 
The Academic Enrichment and Skills Center provides 
opportunities for the enrichment of the student and the 
fulfillment of academic needs . A student who takes ad -
vantage of Center services may overcome academic 
deficiencies and progress to higher intellectual and per-
sonal achievement levels, thus enhancing and enriching 
the total university experience. · 
Students who come to the Center will find a variety 
of resources and a warm, supportive environment. In -
structors, qualified peer tutors, attractive labs, and a 
growing library of resources are available. Activities in-
clude an annual writing contest, study orientation 
seminars, tutoring sessions, and workshops and 
seminars on a variety of topics. Test preparation 
workshops and / or materials are avail able for the 
Graduate Record Examination , Florida Teacher Cer-
tification Examination , Law School Admission Test . 
Graduate Management Admission Test and the College 
Level Academic Skills Test . Interpreters , notetakers , 
readers, and other aids are available for handicapped 
students. 
Student-To-Student Program (STSP) 
The Student-To-Student Program (STSP) is a 
minority retention program designed to assist minority 
students both socially and academically as they pursue 
a degree at the Un iversity of North Florida. The STSP 
office is located in the Academic Enrichment & Skills 
Center, Build ing Two/ Room 1003. 
The University campus offers a diversity of cultures 
and nationalities among students. faculty and staff. Th is 
diversity provides an opportunity to experience and 
learn from one another. The STSP staff actively par-
ticipate in planning with various University departments 
to ensure that programs are sensitive to students' needs 
and that students are aware of program expectations. 
Prograno Features 
Early Warning System : This system helps to · identify 
students experiencing academic difficulties early enough 
in the semester to provide appropriate assistance in the 
subject areas of concern . 
Library Tour: The STSP, in conjunction with the library 
staff, sponsors a library tour each semester. Students 
who are not famil iar with the library, as well as new 
students , are invited to participate in the tour. 
M.O.D.E.L.S.: Mentors Offering Direction Encourage-
ment and Leadership strategies is a program developed 
to facilitate the adjustment of first-year minority students. 
Project Quest: This summer program is designed as a 
pre-college orientation to minority high school graduates 
who have been admitted to UNF. 
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ATTACHMENT G 
UNIVERSITY OF NOirrH FLORIDA 4567 St. Johns Bluff Road . South. Jack.sorrv il lc . F1on<U 3~~ rcr.w1 64&~ 
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
s~ptember 29, 1989 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: All Faculty 
FROM: Kenneth E. Martin, Interim Vice President 
for Academic Affairs ~. M. 
SUBJECT: Faculty Development Plan for 1989-90 
The Office of Academic Affairs intends to allocate $50,000 during 
1989-90 for the expressed purpose of developing a UNF Faculty 
Development Plan. The objectives are to: 
a. establish systematic methods to assess and improve the 
quality of instruction; 
b. establish a fund for the competitive allocation of funds 
for professional development and related travel; and 
c. establish a fund for the transfer of technology into the 
classroom. 
I have had preliminary discussions with the President of the 
Faculty Association, the Chair of Faculty Affairs, and the Deans 
as to how these objectives might be met. I envision a three step 
process: 
1. There will be three opportunities afforded 
(in the Foundation Board Room, 4th Floor Library) to get 
input from interested faculty as to how these objectives 
might be achieved and what guidelines should be developed 
for allocation strategies. 
Date and times: October 12, 1989 
9:00 A.M. 
11:00 A.M. 
4:00 P.M. 
A."J EQUAL OPPORTU~TTI' INSTITUTIOI' 
f.lemorandum to All Faculty 
September 29, 1989 
Page Two 
Please feel free to come to whichever session is most 
convenient. The information gathered here will provide 
the input for step 2. 
2. After the faculty sessions in step 1, Faculty Affairs, 
the Deans, and Academic Affairs will be involved in 
developing the guidelines for 1989-90. There will be 
opportunities for faculty input again. 
3. The guidelines will be widely disseminated so that 
faculty have adequate time to submit proposals for any 
of three areas of emphasis. 
Please join us in the Foundation Board Room at your convenience so 
that we can begin the process. We hope to have monies allocated 
early in the spring semester. 
Thank you. 
KEM:kat 
ATTACHMENT H 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA 
COMMITTEE ON THE STUDENT PRESS 
September 15, 1989 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Kenneth E. Martin, Interim Vice President 
Academic Affairs 
FROM: Judith L. Solano, Chairman 
Committee on the Student Press 
SUBJECT: Committee Recommendations 
The Committee on the Student Press has discharged its responsi-
bilities as assigned by former Vice President Bardo. Attached 
you will find a series of statements reflecting the recommenda-
tions of the Committee. It is our understanding that you will 
give these recommendations serious consideration, as you work 
with the Dean of Arts & Sciences and the Chair of Communications 
& Visual Arts on matters concerning the future of the Spinnaker. 
Per your request, I am sending a copy of this material to Dr. 
Leonard, for his use in responding to SACS. He should be ad-
vised, however, that at this point this material contains only 
recommendations. It remains for you, your staff, and a publica-
tions board, should you choose to accept that recommendation, to 
act on these recommendations and establish the official policy 
statements that SACS is looking for. I am also sending a copy of 
this material to President Herbert, since he was actively 
involved in deliberations regarding the Spinnaker during his 
first weeks here on campus. The Dean of Arts & Sciences will 
receive a copy, since we are recommending that the Spinnaker 
continue to function out of the Department of Communications & 
Visual Arts, as a campus laboratory newspaper. The Chair of 
Communications & Visual Arts, who was an active member of our 
committee, will also receive a copy. 
I will be happy to meet with you, should you have any questions 
about any of this material. Or, should you wish, I am sure that 
committee members would be glad to reconvene for the purpose of 
responding to any questions you might have. 
Attachment 
cc: Dr. Herbert, President 
Dr. Adams, Dean of Arts & Sciences 
Dr. Carter, Chair of Communications & Visual Arts 
Dr. Leonard, SACS Coordinator 
Members, Committee on the Student Press 
- MISSION STATEMENT 
The Spinnaker should be a campus laboratory newspaper run by 
students in an academic context. Its constituency should consist 
of the University community, including students, faculty, and 
staff; and secondarily the Jacksonville community. By virtue of 
his statutory authority the President of the University is the 
publisher. 
The First Amendment to the Constitution established freedom of 
the press as an inherent right of the public. Those First Amend-
ment rights are also guaranteed to college and university student 
publications and their staffs. 
The purpose or mission of the Spinnaker should be to: 
1. Inform and entertain all constituencies of the University 
community: students, faculty, staff, and administrative 
personnel. 
2. Provide a forum for expression of opinion by the various 
constituencies of the University. 
3. Provide, as a laboratory newspaper, practical educational 
--experience for students in journalism and visual arts. 
-However, its contributors may come from all of its constitu-
encies. 
4. Provide for editorial content that represents the highest 
standards of journalistic excellence, as it informs constitu-
ents of pertinent local, state, national and international 
issues. 
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FUNDING AND FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY 
Funding 
Given past practices, the size of the Spinnaker's market and the 
size of the Spinnaker's staff, it is recommended that the 
Spinnaker's support be derived as follows: 
1. The Vice President for Academic Affairs should continue to 
provide the level of support which has been historically 
provided. This should include the salary of the Faculty 
Advisor to the Spinnaker and operating expense support. The 
level of operating expense support should increase each year 
at a rate equal to the rate of growth in student FTE or the 
rate of growth in total operating expense for Academic 
Affairs, whichever is less. The university should continue 
the practice of utilizing an employee from Finance and 
Accounting to be responsible for bookkeeping and billing. 
2. The Spinnaker staff and the Advisor should be responsible 
for developing an annual projection for advertising revenue 
and an advertising plan for achieving stated objectives. The 
advertising plan should be submitted to the Publications 
Board. 
3. The Spinnaker staff should be encouraged to make requests to 
the SGA for financial support to cover non-recurring capital 
purchases. They should also be encouraged to explore 
methods of achieving permanent funding from SGA which should 
be tied to student FTE's. 
Fiduciary Responsibility 
1. It should be the responsibility of the Spinnaker staff and 
Advisor to develop an annual operating budget. The budget 
should be submitted to the Publications Board for approval 
and to the Vice President for Academic Affairs for 
informational purposes. 
2. The Spinnaker staff should prepare a monthly budget report 
which should include at least expenditures and revenues year 
to date, projected expenditures and revenues for the 
remainder of the fiscal year, and any discrepancies between 
planned and actual or projected levels of operation. The 
monthly report should also indicate the currency of billings 
and collections. The Managing Editor andjor the Advisor 
should present this information at the Publications Board 
meeting. 
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3. The Publications Board should have an audit performed 
annually by the University's internal auditing staff. This 
audit should be completed before the end of the Spring term. 
Any audit exceptions should be reported to the Publications 
Board, the Faculty Advisor, and the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. The Publications Board should submit a 
report to the Vice President for Academic Affairs indicating 
how audit exceptions have been corrected and what preventive 
steps have been taken. 
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PUBLICATIONS BOARD 
Purpose 
The purpose of the Publications Board should be to: 
1. Determine and review annually the mission of the campus 
newspaper and its own by-laws and operating procedures. 
2. Select the Managing Editor and Advertising Manager of the 
newspaper. Any editor selected by the Board may be dismissed 
by the Board for the following reasons: 
a. Violation of local, state and/or federal laws; 
b. Failure to perform assigned duties and responsibilities. 
3. Review and approve the annual budget of the newspaper .. 
4. Establish and review policies and procedural guidelines 
overning the publication of the newspaper. 
5. Establish and review editorial policies and procedural 
guidelines. 
6. Establish and review advertising policies and procedural 
guidelines. 
7. Hear written complaints brought by and against the newspaper 
and recommend appropriate responses. 
a. Readers who wish to comment or express their concerns 
about the newspaper should do so directly to the 
Managing Editor. Formal complaints should be received 
in writing. The Board should hear complaints, if 
necessary, only after the student staff has had an 
opportunity to respond and should issue an advisory 
opinion to the student editor. 
b. The Board should not hear complaints where legal action 
is filed until legal proceedings have been concluded or 
abandoned. 
8. Arbitrate leaal and ethical issues raised in connection with 
the newspaper and make recommendations for the settlement of 
those issues. 
9. Provide the Vice President for Academic Affairs with an 
annual report. 
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Membership 
The Board's membership should be comprised of: 
1. 3 Students 
2. 3 Faculty Members 
3. The Chair of the Department of Communications & Visual Arts 
4. A Representative from the Office of Equal Opportunity 
Programs 
5. A Professional from the Journalism Community 
6. The Faculty Advisor 
7. The Managing Editor 
Members should be appointed by the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, according to the following guidelines: 
1. Student members should be appointed for one (1) year terms 
from among nominees submitted by the Student Government 
Association; 
2. Faculty members should be appointed for two (2) year terms 
from among nominees submitted by the Faculty Association; 
3. The representative from Equal Opportunity Programs and the 
journalism professiona~ should be appointed for two (2) year 
terms. 
The ~ Vice President for Academic Affairs may make one (1) year 
appointments if necessary to establish and/or maintain a pattern 
of staggered membership for Board positions requiring a two (2) 
year term. All members may be reappointed. 
The Board may recommend to the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs that a member of the Board be removed for the following 
reasons: 
1. Violation of local, state and/or federal laws; 
2. Failure to perform duties and responsibilities. 
The chair and any other officers deemed necessary should be 
selected by the Board from among its members. 
Meetings 
The Board should meet at least bimonthly (September, November, 
January, March, May, and July). Additional meetings may be 
scheduled by the chair, if necessary. 
At regularly scheduled bimonthly meetings of the Board, the 
Managing Editor and/or the Faculty Advisor should submit to the 
Board a report which may focus on: 
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1. Operational issues, 
2. Editorial policies or issues, 
3. Financial issues including advertising, 
4. Other pertinent matters. 
Annually during the Spring term, or when the positions become 
vacant, the Board should select the Managing Editor and the 
Advertising Manager. 
Rules of Order 
The rules contained in the current edition of Robert's Rules of 
Order Newly Revised should be the parliamentary authority for the 
Board when applicable and when not inconsistent with any special 
rules of order the Board may adopt. 
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THE ADVISOR 
The Advisor should be a faculty member assigned to the Department 
of Communications ~nd Visual Arts with a tenure track appointment 
that involves both teaching and advising responsibilities. 
Because the Advisor must be available to the student press staff 
and -members of -the University corrununi ty, the Advisor should hold 
a · twelve-month unit appointment. Fifty percent of the Advisor's 
time should be assigned to student press responsibilities; this 
would include teaching the Applied Journalism course. The 
Advisor should teach one additional course per term and perform 
the normal ·· research and service activities. 
Over the last several years there have been increasing pressures 
on the campus press and on advisors to college publications. It 
is obvious that today's advisors need to be professionals. They 
need to provide, by their example and teaching, the highest 
ethical and professional standards possible to those whom they 
advise. They should also strive to encourage and ensure the 
vigorous and free, but responsible, exercise of the guaranteed 
First Amendment rights of the student press. 
Responsibilities of the Advisor 
1. The Advisor should function as a liaison between the student 
press and the University community (students, staff, faculty 
and administration) particularly to aid in understanding the 
ethics and responsibilities of a free press and of student 
publications. Availability of the Advisor is of utmost 
importance. 
2. The Advisor must guide rather than censor. The Advisor 
should guide students to an understanding of the nature, the 
functions, the ethics and, most important, the 
responsibilities of the student press and the profession of 
journalism. 
3. The Advisor should use his or his supervisory position to 
instruct. The student press should be viewed as a training 
ground for the profession. It is an important laboratory, 
outside the setting of a formal classroom, in which to 
provide instruction in editorial practices, technological 
and other production techniques, and the fiscal and 
managerial roles of the contemporary journalist. 
4. The Advisor should help the staff assure and maintain the 
fiscal stability of the publication and should ensure that 
the publication reaches its long-range financial goals. To 
this end, the University should designate a contact person 
in Finance and Accounting to work closely with and advise 
the Advisor and appropriate student press staff. 
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5. The Advisor should work closely with the Admissions staff of 
the University to establish contacts with the high schools 
and community colleges which serve as an important source of 
future student staff. 
6. In an effort to contribute to the professional development 
of the student staff and to provide them with current career 
information, the Advisor should be active in professional 
organizations, should attend and support student attendance 
at professional seminars and conferences, and should main-
tain professional contacts in the community. 
7. At least once per academic term, the Advisor should evaluate 
the Managing Editor and the Advertising Manager. 
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RECRUITMENT AND STAFFING 
Entry-Level Recruitment 
Recruitment of student staff for all facets of publication is of 
vital importance to -a successful campus newspaper. The newspaper 
should encourage racial and cultural diversity in recruitment and 
staffing, consistent with -the -University's Affirmative Action 
Plan. While the Admissions Office should always be alert to 
potential student journalists and should be in regular -contact 
with the Department of Communications and Visual Arts and the 
Advisor, certain recruiting duties should also fall on the 
Department, the Advisor, and student staff of the newspaper. 
Incoming Students 
Admissions. The Admissions Office should forward to the 
Department and the Advisor the names of incoming students (either 
freshmen or transfers) whose applications to the University 
indicate interest or previous experience in working on a student 
newspaper. Should the Department andjor the Advisor deem it 
important to schedule a visit to a feeder school, this should be 
done in conjunction with the Admissions Office staff. 
Department/Advisor. The Advisor should follow up on contacts 
reported from the Admissions Office. This might be done through 
a brochure, through sending the student a copy of an issue of the 
paper with a welcoming letter, or some such effort. Early in the 
Fall it would be advisable to hold a meeting for all students 
interested in working on tne newspaper, at which the Advisor and 
the student staff introduce new students to the paper and make 
introductory assignments to those who want to join the staff. 
Based on the initial contribution, the Advisor and student staff 
can then actively pursue those who show promise. 
Regular term-to-term recruitment 
Because it should be a campus laboratory newspaper, the largest 
source of student staffers should be those students majoring in 
the Department of Communications and Visual Arts. However, it is 
important for the vitality of a campus newspaper to have as great 
a level of participation as possible. Therefore, regular efforts 
should be made to recruit students from all Colleges. 
The Advisor should work closely with the Departments in the 
College of Business Administration to recruit students for the 
business and advertising staff of the paper. Sources of staff 
members might be students in the business fraternity, business 
clubs, and writing courses. 
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Finally, despite the additional effort required of the Advisor 
and editors, the newspaper staff should encourage stringers --
students who may only write one piece about some event or issue. 
Staffing 
Except for the senior staff members whose job descriptions and 
appointment procedures are outlined below, staff for the 
newspaper should be chosen by the Managing Editor in consultation 
with the Advisor. It is recommended that the Advisor and 
Managing Editor write out job descriptions for all positions, and 
that they establish formal procedures for soliciting, evaluating, 
and selecting students to fill these positions. In all cases, 
student staffers should have regular feedback, including praise. 
For paid positions, the following criteria should be observed: 
1. There should be a formal job announcement with description 
and rate of pay. 
2. Applicants should submit a ·resume and appropriate 
documentation with the application. 
3. Paid staffers should be regularly and formally evaluated. 
Senior Staff 
The · senior staff should consist of the Managing Editor and the 
Advertising Manager. These positions should be filled by the 
Publications Board, as outlined below. 
Managing Editor Job Description. The Managing Editor should be 
responsible for overall operation and production of the 
newspaper. In this capacity, the Managing Editor should serve as 
the official representative of the newspaper, and represent the 
newspaper on the University Publications Board. The Managing 
Editor should be responsible for adherence to journalistic 
standards, and for becoming familiar with all laws, policies, and 
procedures associated with running a campus laboratory newspaper. 
The Managing Editor should be responsible for being alert to all 
questions of libel or abridgement of First Amendment rights, and 
for discussion of those issues with the Advisor and the newspaper 
staff. 
All newspaper staffers should report to the Managing Editor. In 
consultation with the Advisor, the Managing Editor should be 
responsible for recruiting, selecting, supervising, and 
evaluating the editorial staff (both paid and volunteer). The 
Managing Editor should conduct regular editorial meetings with 
staff, and set specific editorial policy and procedures through 
discussions with staff and the Advisor. The Managing Editor 
should write editorials and serve other specialized reporting 
functions. 
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The Managing Editor should determine the publication schedule in 
consultation with the Advisor, should work with the printing 
company and should supervise adherence to production deadlines. 
The Managing Editor should perform any other duties assigned by 
the Advisor, the Publications Board, or any other authorized 
agent designated by the publisher, the President of the 
University. 
The Managing Editor should be evaluated _at least once per 
academic term by the Advisor. 
Managing Editor Selection. Annually during the Spring term, or 
when the position of Managing Editor becomes vacant, the 
Publications Board should solicit applications for the position. 
The position advertisement should include a job description and 
the rate of pay. Applicants should submit a letter of 
application, a resume, at least two letters of reference, and 
documentation supporting their ability as journalists. After 
careful consideration of all applicants, the Board should make 
its selection. 
Advertising Manager Job Description. The Advertising Manager 
should report to the Managing Editor, and should be responsible 
fo~ supervising all aspects of advertising in the newspaper. The 
Advertising Manager should be responsible for adhering to the 
standards and policies set forth in the newspaper's advertising 
policy statement, and for referring any issues that arise from 
standards and policy issues to the Managing Editor and the 
Advisor. 
The Advertising Manager should maintain a file of advertisers in 
national, local, co-op, and classified categories sufficient to 
meet the needs of the newspaper's editorial/advertising ratio. 
He/she should be responsible for recruiting advertising sales 
representatives to work on a commission basis. In order to 
contribute to an efficient revenue and billing system, the 
Advertising Manager should work cooperatively with the Department 
of Communications and Visual Arts' Business Manager, who serves 
as liaison between the newspaper and the Office of Finance and 
Accounting for billing, maintaining accounts receivable records, 
and depositing funds to the appropriate accounts. 
The Advertising Manager should be responsible for developing 
advertising copy and design in cooperation with the graphic 
design editor, and for furnishing the editors with a list of ads 
and the completed ads in accordance with publication deadlines. 
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The Advertising Manager should perform any other duties assigned 
by the Managing Editor or the Advisor. 
The Advertising Manager should be evaluated at least once per 
academic term by the Advisor and the Managing Editor. 
Advertising Manager Selection. Annually during the Spring term, 
or when the position of Advertising Manager becomes vacant, the 
Publications Board should solicit applications for the position. 
The position advertisement should include a job description and 
the rate of pay. Applicants should submit a letter of 
application, a resume, at least two letters of reference, and 
documentation supporting their qualifications. After careful 
consideration of all applicants, the Board should make its 
selection. 
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ETHICS AND CONDUCT GUIDELINES 
Newspapers and the people who produce them should adhere to the 
highest standards of ethical and professional conduct. 
Responsibility 
The public's right to know of events of public importance and 
interest should be the overriding mission of the newspaper. A 
good newspaper should be fair, accurate, honest, responsible and 
decent. Truth should be its guiding principle. 
Freedom of the Press 
Freedom of the press shoUld be guarded as an inalienable right of 
people in a free society. It carries with it freedom and 
responsibility to discuss, question, and challenge actions. The 
journalist should uphold the right to speak unpopular opinions 
and the privilege to agree with the majority. 
Professionalism 
The journalist should be free of obligation to any interest other 
than the public's right to know the truth. 
1. Gifts, favors, free travel, special treatment, or 
privileges can compromise the integrity of the journalist. 
Nothing should be accepted by the individual journalist. 
2. If it compromises the integrity of the journalist, 
secondary employment, political involvement, holding 
public office, and service in community organizations 
should be avoided. 
3. News communications from private sources should not be 
published or broadcast without substantiation of their 
claims to news value. 
4. The journalist should acknowledge the ethic of protecting 
confidential sources of information. 
Accuracy and Objectivity 
Good faith with the public should be the foundation of all worthy 
journalism. Good faith is established through the search for 
truth which can not be achieved without accuracy, objectivity, 
and balance in reporting. 
1. Objectivity in reporting the news should be an important 
goal. 
2. There should be no excuse for inaccuracies or lack of 
thoroughness. 
3. Newspaper headlines should be fully warranted by the 
contents of the articles they accompany. Photographs and 
telecasts should give an accurate picture of an event and 
not highlight a minor incident out of context. 
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4. News reports should be free of opinion or bias and 
represent all sides of an lssue. Sound practice makes 
clear distinction between news reports and expressions of 
opinion. 
s. Special articles or presentations devoted to advocacy or 
the writer's own conclusions and interpretations should be 
labeled as such. 
Fair Play 
The journalist at all times should show respect for the dignity, 
privacy, rights, and well-being of people encountered in the 
course of gathering and presenting the news. 
1. The news media should not communicate unofficial charges 
affecting reputation or moral character without giving the 
accused a chance to reply. Every person has a right to be 
secure in his personal and professional reputation. 
2. The news media should guard against obscenity by applying 
community standards. Obscenity is the province of 
criminal law as well as university regulations. 
3. The news media should guard against invading a person's 
right to privacy which is a fundamental constitutional 
right. Examples of such invasions include: 
a. Appropriating a person's name, personality, visage, or 
photograph for commercial purposes without the 
person's approval. 
b. Holding a person up to a "false light." 
c. Publishing non-newsworthy private facts about a 
person. 
d. Intruding upon a person's space or tranquility or 
property in a trespassing manner. 
4. The media should not pander to morbid curiosity about 
details of vice and crime. 
5. It should be the duty of news media to make prompt and 
complete correction of their errors. 
6. The journalist should be accountable to the public for 
reports and the public should be encouraged to voice its 
grievances against the media. Open dialogue with readers, 
viewers, and listeners should be fostered. 
7. The journalist should be responsible for knowing and 
adhering to the law as it applies to the student press, 
including but not limited to libel and copywright. 
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EDITORIAL GUIDELINES 
Editorial guidelines should govern the content of the Spinnaker 
newspaper while protecting the staff's exercise of freedom of 
expression as guaranteed by the First Amendment. Accordingly, it 
should be the responsibility of the University of North Florida 
to insure the maximum freedom of expression to all students. 
Student journalists may report on and editorialize about 
controversial and crucial events at the University, in the 
surrounding communities, state, nation and world. However, the 
student press should observe the same legal responsibilities 
imposed upon the conventional news media. Thus, the student 
press should avoid expression which: 
1. is obscene, according to current legal definitions; 
2. is libelous, according to current legal definitions; 
3. intends to create a material interference and substantial 
physical disruption of educational activities. 
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ADVERTISING ACCEPTABILITY GUIDELINES 
To protect the interests of readers and advertisers, the 
spinnaker has adopted a code of advertising acceptability 
standards. These standards were designed to protect the reader 
from the potentially harmful effects of misleading, inaccurate, 
fraudulent, doubtful, or ambiguous representation, and dishonest 
or unfair competitive statements. These standards were also 
designed to prevent the effects of bad advertising from 
destroying reader confidence in the medium and in the good 
advertising which it carries. It is recommended that the 
Spinnaker staff continue to adhere to the standards they have set 
as outlined below. 
General Advertising Acceptability Standards 
1. The Spinnaker does not accept advertising which, in its 
judgment, contains attacks of a personal, sexist, racial or 
religious nature, or which reflects unfavorable on 
competitive organizations, institutions, or merchandise. 
2. The Spinnaker does not accept advertising which, in its 
judgment, might destroy the confidence of readers or 
advertisers. This includes advertising which is misleading, 
deceptive, or which grossly exaggerates or makes unwarranted 
claims. 
3. The Spinnaker does not accept advertising which evades or 
attempts to encourage the evasion or violation of any law, 
regulation or ordinance--university, municipal state or 
federal. 
4. The Spinnaker does not accept any display advertisements 
having freakish layouts and advertisements of such size that 
the depth is not equal to the width: e.g., eight-column by 
one-inch ads will not be accepted. 
5. No advertising shall be carried on the front page of the 
Spinnaker. 
6. Advertising resembling news matter will have a border placed 
around the ad and the word "Advertisement" will be clearly 
defined at the top of the ad. Headlines shall not be 
standard news headline type. 
7. Regarding opinion advertising, the policy of the Spinnaker 
on advertisement of political and social views is to keep 
its column open to those who wish to express a particular 
point of view, no matter how widely divergent it may be from 
that of the editorial stand of its individual publication, 
as long as such advertising does not advocate the violent 
overthrow of the local, state and federal government. Full 
identification of the sponsors of an opinion advertisement 
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is required in general, names of two or more of the officers 
of the organization must appear in the advertisement, as 
well as the address of the advertiser. If the names of 
other persons are to appear in the advertisement, the 
advertiser must furnish evidence that all such persons have 
given permission for the use of their names. · 
8. THIS NEWSPAPER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REFUSE ANY AND ALL 
ADVERTISING. 
This statement is to appear on the rate card. 
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